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Abstract 
 

Moving object detection, recognition of absolute objects and tracking of fast 

moving objects are found essential elements in human machine interacted 

vision applications that incorporates identification of objects, assessment of 

traffic, and industry automation. In this paper, we aim to implement robust 

moving vehicle object energy detection and tracking algorithm. The methods 

that are used here to distinguish fast moving objects in real time speedy 

moving object applications such as traffic surveillance. For detection of 

moving object, we use Gaussian Mixture Models based Background 

Subtraction Algorithm (BSAGMM). The incorporated operation based on 

Morphology on the foreground mask to eradicate the unwanted noise 

elements. Kalman Filter (KF) is used for motion based tracking. The 

foreground detector helps to find segmentation of moving objects. Also, blob 

analysis detects pixels that are connected as clusters that are correspond to 

particular moving object.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The applications in machine learning, image processing and compute 

vision, visual moving objects tracking and detection plays a vital role. In the 

proposed paper, we are going to perform object detection and tracking in 

complex environment for the fast moving objects. The novelty of our 

proposed system is performance accuracy under complex environment 

whereas the existing system fails in such a scenario. Already existing 

tracking approaches have concentrated more on accuracy only under 

stationary normal backgrounds and failed in dynamic situations. When BKF-

SGM [1] is used for tracking, the robust tracking performance is obtained but 

cannot be performed in challenging environment because tracker gets slow in 

subtracting the background noises. In Aff-line Subspace Tracker and 

Condensation Algorithm [2], where tracker able to accommodate to 

variations but drifts and motion blurring could not be avoided.  

Next, Novel Tracking Framework [3], where average localization error is 

reduced but less reliable since tracker is drifting away from target. 

Incremental Learning Algorithm for robust visual tracking [4], where it 

efficiently adapts to online variations in appearance of the target but 

occasionally drifts from target object for specific application. Novel online 

MIL  

Algorithm [5] is more robust tracking algorithm but the accuracy of the 

tracker is average. In on road vehicle detection system sensors are executed 

for vehicle detection [6].  

For the vehicle tracking in highways Minnesota Robotic Visual Tracker 

(MRVT) uses Minnesota Vision Processing System (MVPS) where 

performance is decreased during larger pixel processing at the time of jitter 

[7]. Next, the Bernoulli Filter algorithm [8] where detection and tracking 

accuracy is accurate but tracker cannot be used for extended targets.   
 

   2 Background Subtraction Algorithm Based on Gaussian 
Mixture Model (BSAGMM) with Kalman Filter (KF) 

 

The subtraction of background fields in image processing predicts the 

foreground regions which are taken for further processing. In an image the 

region of interest is the image’s foreground desired to extract. Background 

Subtraction is employed for detection of moving object within the video 

frame. The pixel is belongs to background if: 

 ( ⃗    |  )                                                     (1) 

Here BG, FG is background and foreground respectively and  ⃗     is the 

pixel at time t.  

    is set threshold value to separate the background and  ( ⃗    |  ) is the 

actual available background mode.     Represents the region of uniform  
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distribution of object, and CFG   ( ⃗    |  )Due to Background Subtraction 

the memory is reduced which increases the speed of the tracker. The Figure 1 

shows the background subtraction of the image on right side where 

background becomes black and the moving object is in white colour due to 

constant background of the image. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Background Subtraction Model 

 

2.1 Gaussian Mixture Model 
 

We use GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) with N components [9]. From 

the recent history of sampled values some of the foreground objects are 

estimated as  ( ⃗    |        ). Here, 

q( ⃗    |        )  ∑      ⃗   
        

  )                 (2) 

Where   ….   are the estimates of the mean and   …   are the estimates 

of the variance that determines the Gaussian components. We choose a 

reasonable time period T and at time t we have         …      }. Where 

 the estimate of the background model from training set, M represents the 

diagonal covariance matrix and I is the identical matrix of the obtained sets. 

The mixing weight is denoted by  . The first D largest cluster can be 

represented as:   

q  ⃗       , BG+FG) ~∑      ⃗   
     ,  

  )                   (3) 

The value of D is computed by,             

D = arg     ∑         
 
                                   (4) 

Where,     is a measure of the maximum portion of the data that belongs 

to foreground objects without altering the background model [9]. 
 

We deal with the values of a particular preferred pixel over time is called by 

pixel process. The pixel process is a time sequence of pixel values. At time t, 

what is known about a particular pixel  ,   is, 

{  ,….,  }= {I(  ,  , i) : 1≤i≤t}                                 (5) 

Where X is the pixel set and I is the image sequence.  
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2.2 Kalman Filter (KF) for Tracking 
 

 Kalman Filter is employed for tracking of moving object [1], [2] and 

[10]. The track location of all the frames is found by the filter and also the 

likelihood of detected object that has been allocated to each track is 

employed by the filter. Maintaining the accuracy of the tracking becomes 

significant in order to have the efficient tracker.  

The equations that is used for initialization of the object to track is given 

by  

    =E [  ]                                               (6) 

Where    is the known estimate,     is the initial condition of the 

posteriori known estimate, and E [  ] is the expected value of the initial state 

of the object.  

The priori estimate of the state at time j (     can be represented in terms 

of the old a posteriori state as expressed as below 

    =        
                                              (7) 

The gain of the kalman filter     is given by 

Gi=(Q_j'H_j^T)/(〖R_j+H〗_j Q_j'H_j^T )                  (8) 

The posteriori covariance matrix is given by 

  = (1-     )                                               (9) 

 Where     is the priori co-variance matrix of the training set at time j, 

  is the jth measured estimate time, the error covariance estimated time at j 

is    is. The covariance matrix prior (  
 ) is given by  

   =                
 +                                     (10) 

Here        is the deterministic component,      is the old posterior 

estimate. 

 

2.3 K-Means Clustering 
 

Each frame contributes information regarding the background 

characteristics. Background object tend to have lower variance than moving 

objects. In a cluster of observations (  ,   , …,   ), here every value of x is a 

real vector of dimension d, k-clustering intended separating the n values into 

k which is lesser than n sets  of S = {S1, S2, …, Sk} for  minimizing the inter-

cluster sum of squares (ICSS). Its objective is to find: 

    min∑ ∑              
 
                            (11) 

Where    is the Si mean point, 
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Figure 2 K Means Clustering Where X is the Cluster Center 

 

The figure 2 shows how foreground objects are identified using K means 

clustering, where X is the cluster center. Similarly all the objects within the 

rate of interest are identified and tracked efficiently using this algorithm with 

greater accuracy rate in-spite of the varying environmental conditions and 

also when objects under motion. 

 

3 System Methodology 
 

The block diagram shown in Figure 3 consists of our proposed system. 

The basic step by step manner of tracking of any moving object in any 

environmental condition is structured in the system method diagram. Here, 

initially the images are captured through the non overlapping camera 

network. There are five following processes are involved inour methodology.  

 

They are Create system object track, Initialize the track, Object 

Detection, Centroid detection and predict new location for existing track 

blocks. Each process along with the flow chart is explained in figure 4. First 

images are captured using a camera network and cluster of pixels forms an 

image. These are implemented through the library files available in the 

Matlab software. Next, the initial system function generates all frames 

related to tracking, wherever structure of every frame describing moving 

target object.  
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Figure 3 System Model 

 

The point of the framework is to remain the state of tracked vehicle 

object energy. The state contains data which is utilized for recognition to 

follow the track allotment, end and track show.  

 
Figure 4 Flowchart of Fast Moving Object Tracking Technique 
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The algorithmic program Background Subtraction in regard to Gaussian 

Mixture Model (BSAGMM) is applied here to find the corresponding object 

which is tracked.  

 

4 Experimental Result 
 

The experiment has been conducted using the software MATLAB R2013b 

and obtained the results for both existing and proposed systems in different 

environments. The figure 5 illustrates the tracking result of existing 

algorithm that is BKF-SGM-IMS that tracks only the slow moving objects as 

shown in yellow circle. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Working of BKF-SGM-IMS algorithm: (a) Tracked Object (Yellow) 

Centered at a Small Area (red).  

 

The corresponding segmentation results of slow moving objects are shown 

in the Figure 6(a),6 (b). 
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(b) 

 
Figure 6 (a) Tracking results of BKF-SGM-IMS (b) The segmentation result 

using Mean Shift Segmentation. 

 

There are different videos are observed under different environmental 

conditions to test the proposed algorithm. The tracking of first fast moving 

video during heavy traffic in various scenes are depicted in the figures 7 (a) 

and 7 (c). The accurate segmentation of the corresponding tracked vehicles 

segmented perfectly using our segmentation algorithm are shown in the 

figures 7 (b) and 7 (d). Similarly, another different environment such as fast 

moving vehicles in a city highway is considered for tracking and the 

corresponding accurate tracking performance and segmentation outputs 

under various scenes are illustrated in the figures from 8 (a) to 8 (f).  Our 

algorithm works perfectly on tracking of high speed vehicles and also it 

counts the number of vehicles that are entering the region of interest. The 

results that are shown in the figures 7 and 8 also include the counting of the 

number of vehicles into the particular area. The next important feature of our 

algorithm is it consumes very less memory space as compared to the already 

available works in the same field. The memory consumption comparison 

graph is shown in the figure 9. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 7 (a)Tracking of the Fast Moving Vehicles Under Heavy Traffic in Scene 

1 (b) Segmentation Results of the Tracked Vehicles Under Heavy Traffic in Scene 1 

(c) Tracking of the Fast Moving Vehicle Under Heavy Traffic in Scene 2 (d) 

Segmentation Results of the Tracked Vehicles Under Heavy Traffic in Scene 2 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 

 
(e) 

 

 
(F) 

 

Figure 8 (a) Tracking of the Fast Moving Vehicles Under Highways in Scene 1 

(b) Segmentation Results of the Tracked Vehicles Under Highways in Scene 1 (c) 

Tracking of the Fast Moving Vehicle Under Highways in Scene 2 (d) Segmentation 

Results of the Tracked Vehicles Under Highways in Scene 2 (e) Tracking of the Fast 

Moving Vehicle Under Highways in Scene 3 (f) Segmentation Results of the 

Tracked Vehicles Under Highways in Scene 3 
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Figure 9 Memory usage of Existing and Proposed System 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

In our proposed system we have performed the tracking algorithm for fast 

moving objects as against the state of art existing methodologies which are 

uses the algorithm to track the slow moving objects only. The energy 

efficient algorithm BSA-GMM-KF (Background Subtraction Algorithm-

Gaussian Mixture Model-kalman Filter) is best suited for tracking the fast 

moving objects. We have also tested the memory usage of our system with 

the already existing works. As shown in our result analysis the memory 

usage diagram clearly indicates our proposed system occupies less memory 

space so that processor speed will get increased in-order to produce the better 

tracking system. We are concluding that this algorithm can be used in the 

complex environment. In the output we found that the segmentation results 

not only track any object in the area of interest and also counts the number 

objects within the stipulated interval of time. The work can be carried out for 

the future in order to determine the more energy saving while tracking the 

moving object.   
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